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What is Sponsored Content?

u “It’s a longer-form piece of brand-sponsored content such as an article or 
video that lives on a media publisher’s site.”

u Many confuse sponsored content with native advertising. In actuality, 
sponsored content is a form of native advertising. 

u Hallmarks of sponsored content:

u Clearly marked as “sponsored” or “promoted.”

u Tells a full story like any other piece on the publisher’s site.

u Maintains the look and feel of publisher’s site.

u Meant to educate or entertain while raising brand perception. 

u Is not an advertisement. 

u Many publishers have in-house teams that will make the content with the 
brand’s input.

u Ex. Forbes Brand Voice



Failures of Online Advertising

u 82% of Americans ignore online ads.

u Banner ads have a click-through rate of 0.04%.

Red areas indicate where users looked the most; yellow 

areas indicate fewer views; areas colored blue depict 

the least-viewed portions of the page; gray areas didn’t 

attract any views/actions; and the green boxes are 

used to highlight advertisements.



Different Kinds of Sponsored Content

u Sponsored content comes in variety of forms:

u Videos

u Articles

u Social Media Posts

u Playlists

u The form of the content will usually be defined by what publisher you partner 
with and what audience you want to reach.

u If you are trying to reach college age kids, possibly partner with someone on 
Instagram to release sponsored content.

u If you want to reach out to the type of people that read the New York Times, the 
content will then most likely be an article.



Advantages of Sponsored Content

u It grabs the readers interest and keeps them engaged.

u Consumers will feel less like they are being “tricked” or “fooled.”

u Which makes people more accepting of the content and brand.

u You can reach your audience more directly by appealing to their interests.

u Ex. A running shoe company sponsors a playlist tuned for runners on Spotify. 

u “Ken Ericson, director of content marketing for Xerox, said his company uses 
sponsored content to alter its public perception from just a copier/printer 
company and to achieve its branding goals. The point is not to try to sell you 
a printer.”

u You can also raise perception of your by partnering with popular reputable 
publishers.

u 82% of readers felt closer to a company after reading sponsored content.

u Has the ability to be shared around and possibly go viral.



Netflix Examples

u “Women Inmates, was among the top-1,000 most-trafficked articles on NYTimes.com in 
2014.”

u Still a real article, full of educational content, that fits NYT’s style.

Clearly marked 
sponsorship

http://paidpost.nytimes.com/netflix/women-inmates-separate-but-not-equal.html


Netflix Examples
Sponsorship always visible.

u Extremely high quality content. Bound to 
garner interest and raise perception.

u Very relevant to Netflix’s product, the show 
“Narcos.” 

u Content creates interest in product without 
directly selling it.



Another Example

u This is a much more simple and common style of sponsored content.

u Still effective at promoting brand and product. Brand is clearly associated 
with content.

u Helps raise company perception.

Branding is clear 
and fits with the 
message of the 
content.



Facts

u 71% percent of publishers received no major complaints from readers for 
featuring sponsored content.

u People view sponsored content 53% more than banner ads.

u The Atlantic says that 60% of its revenue is today generated through 
sponsored content.

u 70% of individuals want to learn about products through content rather than 
through traditional advertising.



Facts



Problems

u The majority of readers, 54%, do not trust sponsored content.

u 57% of readers said they’d prefer their favorite blogs and news sites run 
banner ads instead of sponsored content.

u While the purpose of sponsored content is not to trick the viewer, hence the 
obvious “sponsored” mark, many still feel fooled. They see sponsored content 
as being bias or tainted by whoever sponsored to push their agenda 
“covertly.”



Remember

u Important to make sure content is clearly marked as “sponsored” or 
“promoted.”

u The message within the sponsored content needs to relate to brand or a 
product in a clear way that helps raise perception.

u Content needs to not heavily push a product. But instead raise awareness and 
perception of a brand and the products that they offer. 

u Must fit the publisher’s image and seem like just another one of its pieces.

u Most important: It Actually Has to be Good Content.

u People will not engage with it, read it, or share it if the content is boring, too 
pushy, deceiving, or poorly done.

u Bad sponsored content can lower brand perception and raise mistrust. 
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